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Legibility vs. the Fullness of Expression:
Rethinking the Transformation of Modern Chinese Prose
正當性 vs. 表達的完滿：反思現代中文文論的轉化

Theodore HUTERS
Department of Asian Languages and Cultures, UCLA
加州大學洛杉磯分校亞洲語言及文化系

There has been a vertiginous instability to modern Chinese writing and literature, something
most often attributed either to the growing pains of a natural process of linguistic evolution from
classical to vernacular or to various sorts of political pressures. The demands rapidly changing
historical contexts placed on written expression can certainly not be discounted, nor can politics,
whether external or internal, but the easy resort to a slightly modified social Darwinism or political
explanation to explain this instability has perhaps occluded a number of other important factors.
As Kiyama Hideo 木山英雄 has observed, the determinative factor in all such observations is
the notion of “modernity” itself,1 which certainly has served to raise the stakes in the discussion.

Underlying all the surface effects, however, it is possible to discern a powerful momentum for
uniformity and simplification of linguistic register, and those pressures, the responses to them, as
well as the highly fraught imbedded issue of the implications of linguistic change on the capacity
for intellectual initiative will be the focus of this paper. While the debates over linguistic change
in the crucial period between roughly 1895 and 1930 ranged over the whole field of linguistic
and writing practice, arguments over the relationship and interaction between the binary sets
of written languages that are conventionally grouped under the rubric of wenyan wen 文言文
(classical Chinese) and those based on spoken Mandarin, or the baihua wen 白話文 (vernacular)
held center stage, and any inquiry into the way writing has functioned in modern China must
begin by looking at this interaction.
By 1920, the use of the vernacular and only the vernacular had come to be accepted as both
inevitable and just what was needed for every linguistic eventuality by a preponderance of the
younger generation of modern Chinese intellectuals. This consensus was even imbedded in the
Department of Education’s decision early that year to by a series of steps make the vernacular
the main language of education.2 What were the reasons underlying this new consensus? Two

easy answers to this question come instantly to mind: 1) There was a widespread sense among
the educated of the need for an easier form of communication, one that was easier to teach to a
larger percentage of the population and there was general agreement that the vernacular was the
best tool for this, an assumption I will assume to be true for the purposes of the inquiry here. 2)
There was felt to be a need for greater clarity of expression on technical and scientific subjects
and for the expression of new ideas in general, along with the need for much new vocabulary.
Again, there was a consensus that the vernacular was the best vector for both of these purposes.
While this point is more arguable, it can be said that the change to exclusive use of the vernacular
was conflated with the general need for “modernization,” a term we might stipulate as referring
1

Kiyama Hideo 木山英雄, “‘Wenxue fugu’ yu ‘wenxue geming’” “文學復古”與“文學革命” [“‘Literary
Archaism’ and ‘Literary Revolution’”], ed. and trans., Zhao Jinghua 趙京華, Wenxue fugu yu wenxue geming 文
學復古與文學革命 [Literary Archaism and Literary Revolution] (Beijing 北京: Beijing daxue chubanshe 北
京大學出版社, 2004), 209-210.
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The proposal to officially institute the vernacular as the medium of instruction in primary schools was first
formally promulgated at a meeting of high-ranking educators held in Shanxi Province in Shaxi in October 1919
prior to being made official in the following January.
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to the ability to deal with the West on its own terms, something that was unavoidable. My point
in this paper is not so much to criticize this transformation as to try to draw attention to some of
the possible costs of rendering a simple equation between “modernization” and the adoption of
simpler registers of writing. I will first examine some of the debates and points of advocacy, and
then move on to look at these in the context of some of the suggestive theories on writing and
textuality developed by the French critic Roland Barthes and in light of some of the ideas on the
novel developed by the great Russian critic Mikhail Bakhtin.
It is perhaps appropriate to set the stage for discussion of these arguments with some
speculation on the contribution of 19th-century foreign missionaries to this debate, even though

research date on this subject is still somewhat fragmentary. It is safe to say, however, that advocacy
of the use of the vernacular in this community preceded by some years, if not decades, utterances
like those of Chinese linguistic radicals and reformers that began to appear after 1895. Writing in
April of 1892, for instance, the veteran clergyman Jonathan Lees (who had arrived in Tianjin as a
representative of the Lundun chuanjiao hui 倫敦傳教會 [London Missionary Society] in 1862)
wrote as one who had long since made up his mind on the issue of the vernacular vs. the classical:
China is like Europe in that the various provinces (or kingdoms) speak
differing tongues. But it is unlike Europe in that it has one living tongue –
written as well as spoken – which is so widely diffused that it has a claim to be
considered the modern tongue of the people such as belongs to no mere dialect,
which has a power of growth and refinement that I suspect the dialects do not
possess, and which is destined to a future for which none of them can hope […]
[I]f China has a national language to-day, it is not the half-dead Wên-li of its
literary pedants, but that which officials and people alike know as the “Kuanhwa” […] having a large and increasing literature.3
It is worth noting the profound certainty of the writer not only in the universality of guanhua
官話 as a spoken language, but also as a means of written communication, not to mention his
profound confidence in its future “power of growth and refinement.” While one can say with
some confidence that statements of the sort that Lees makes here are quite similar to what will
begin to appear in reformist publications a few years later and that the missionaries were thus the
first to mark out this discursive space, it is difficult to demonstrate the extent of their influence
with any precision. For even in circumstances where it is possible to demonstrate an almost
certain influence, as in Liang Qichao’s 梁啟超 launch of a fiction competition soon after the one
sponsored by John Fryer in 1895,4 one still cannot find any straightforward acknowledgement
3

Jonathan Lees, “Letter to a Friend on Wen-li v. Vernacular,” The Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal 教
務雜誌 23 (April 1892): 178.
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The translator and onetime missionary John Fryer had sponsored a contest for uplifting fiction in Shanghai in
1895. Two years later Liang Qichao 梁啟超 wrote of the edifying possibilities of fiction in a tone unmistak-
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on Liang’s part of the source of his idea. Frustrating as this genealogical lack of clarity may
be, it is perfectly understandable that in a new age of nationalism and hyper-awareness of the
constant pressure exerted by an overwhelming West, Chinese thinkers were not to bring up any
intellectual debts they might owe to the missionaries.
In noting this devotion to the vernacular among the missionary body, however, it is important
to keep in mind another possibility for this attachment other than simple ease of communication.
Probably sometime in either 1868 or early 1869, the Reverend Ernst Faber (花之安 1839-1899),
a young German missionary who had arrived in Guangdong province in 1865, wrote an essay
on the relationship between language and culture that was immediately praised by one of his
colleagues, Dr. Lepsius, as the best statement yet made on the importance of using romanization
to translate scriptural texts. The text’s analysis, however, goes far beyond this, which is probably
why it was almost immediately translated and placed in the December 10, 1869 minutes of the
Editorial Committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society. It should also be noted that Faber
was one of the most important intellectuals among the missionaries, eventually serving on the
board for translating the Bible and being a highly influential advocate for China to adopt the
German system of higher education.5 In the essay itself, after a long account of the need for

an end to the old culture and its replacement by a new, Christian-inspired order, he ends on a
summary of the role of language: “I repeat once more, the pride of the Chinese rests in their
writing and literature. Take these away and the decayed edifice of eastern civilization tumbles in
ruins.”6 Faber’s conclusion, then, gives away what was at the time, for the Chinese interlocutors
of the missionaries at least, a hidden agenda – the need for a thorough collapse of the traditional
culture before the light of Christianity could find a place in the Middle Kingdom – and an agenda
situated on a vision of the traditional writing system as the ultimate bastion of that culture. Faber’s
words confirm the conclusion of Wang Hui 汪暉 as to the ultimate nature of the general move by
the missionaries to replace Chinese characters by an alphabetic script: “It represented an attempt
to erode Chinese culture and language by Western religious culture and language – it was aimed
at linguistic colonialism rather than at some sort of nationalistic linguistic movement.”7 To the
ably reminiscent of Fryer, but Liang nowhere in his essay mentions Fryer or his contest. For details on this, see
Theodore Huters, Bringing the World Home: Appropriating the West in Late Qing and Early Republican China
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005), 105-108.
5
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extent that Chinese intellectuals were able to perceive this aspect of the missionary mindset, we
can see another reason why the Chinese might wish to keep their distance. And beyond that, there
is a remarkable coincidence between Faber’s musing of the 1860s and the more radical statements
of the May Fourth iconoclasts some fifty years later, although there is almost certainly no direct
influence involved in this case.8

One of the most enduring stereotypes in 20th-century Chinese linguistic history – which
is already thoroughly evident in Lees’ comments – is the notion that there is just one monolithic
wenyan wen, as dead and inflexible as it was enduring. I would like to suggest, however, that there
was always an impressive variety of possibilities within the broad rubric of the “classical” language,
and that such was particularly true of the linguistic situation in 19th-century China. I would argue,
in fact, that it was rigid adherence to this strict “diglossic” model that served to constrict linguistic
choice in modern China.9 There had existed, of course, longstanding differences among different
registers of writing: for instance, there was always a large gap between the unadorned style
used in official documents, particularly memorials, and elaborate, intensively allusive private
prose. Moreover, the notion of a variety of registers seems particularly apposite to certain textual
practices in late-Qing China, the new readings of the Classics offered by those who adhered to
the Jinwenpai 今文派 (New Text school) of Confucianism in particular. The radical textual
interpretations in this tradition, from Wei Yuan 魏源 on to Kang Youwei 康有為, mirrored the
radical social and political views of their authors. The elasticity of interpretation found among the
adepts of this school was based on what can only be called a “classical plural” view of how the
Classics were to be approached.10 And as the intellectual crisis of the last empire deepened, these
more open readings became more numerous. Even Zhang Taiyan 章太炎, for instance, opposed
to the New Text project though he was, contributed a substantial number of quite original – and
equally controversial – readings to the classical texts upon which he commented.
Even the form invariably thought of as the very essence of unthinking stylistic uniformity,
bagu wen 八股文 (the “eight-legged” essay), seems not as easy to categorize as the conventional
wisdom mostly claims. Moreover, because of its supposed role in enforcing officially sanctioned
ways of reading and writing about the Classics, the form is also regarded as singularly devoid
of content. Against such views, however, we must keep in mind Qian Zhongshu’s 錢鍾書 bold
assessment of the creativity and openness lodging in the form: “I will say that should one wish
to try to fathom matters having to do with Confucius and Mencius, one must seek these out in
the best of Ming and Qing dynasty bagu wen, where they really come to life […] The capacity
8

For a succinct summary of May Fourth writings on language, see Chow Tse-tsung 周策縱, The May Fourth
Movement: Intellectual Revolution in Modern China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1967), 271-279.
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Elizabeth Kaske sets out the best explanation we have had of the diglossic model in her magisterial, see The
Politics of Language in Chinese Education, 1895-1919 (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 1-7. While the argument captures
the actual course of linguistic development, it cannot really do justice to the diversity of writing practice that
characterized late imperial and early republican China.
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For more on the concept of “classical plural,” see the discussion of Roland Barthes below.

of these texts to apprehend and their ingenuity of imagination thus cause them to resemble the
zaju and chuanqi drama” (竊謂欲揣摩孔孟情事，須從明清佳八股文求之，真能栩栩欲
活 [……] 其善於體會，妙於想像，故與雜劇傳奇相通).11 This quality of examination

prose was something that even the vernacular “fundamentalist” Hu Shi 胡適 allowed for in his
discussion of the vibrancy of Tan Sitong’s 譚嗣同 prose style: “If we examine [his prose] from
the perspective of literary history, we must admit that although it gains much of its strength from
parallel prose, in fact, it also takes from the “eight-legged” examination essay. Ancient parallel
prose offers no style as vigorous and racy; only the best “comparisons” in bagu have this air to
them […] Perhaps some will not want to hear that [Tan’s] style was influenced by the eight-legged
essay, but this is actually not meant in a completely pejorative sense.” (我們拿文學史的眼光來
觀察，不能不承認這種文體雖說是得力於駢文，其實也得力於八股文。古代的駢文
沒有這樣奔放的體例, 只有八股文裡的好“長比”有這種氣息 [……] 說這種文體是
受了八股文的影響的，這句話也許有人不願意聽。其實這句話不完全是貶詞).12
In spite of all the evidence of an increasing variety and flexibility in 19th-century Chinese
prose, however, the consensus view on the question of the Chinese linguistic heritage, however –
namely, that the move to the vernacular was both inevitable and desirable – has been remarkably
stable throughout most of the 20th century. In fact, a long and detailed statement on the advantages
of the vernacular by Qiu Tingliang 裘廷梁 in the pioneering vernacular news-paper, Subao 蘇
報, and written as early as 1897 still seems to sum up the conventional wisdom: “Countries with
systems of writing are wise; those without such systems are not; people who are literate are wise,
the illiterate are not – it is the same throughout the world. Only our China has a system of writing,
yet cannot be considered wise, even as it has a literate population that is not wise. Why is this? I
say it is the result of the depredations of the classical language.” (“有文字為智國，無文字為
愚國；識字為智民，不識字為愚民：地球萬國之所同也。獨吾中國有文字而不得為
智國，民識字而不得為智民，何哉？裘廷梁曰：此文言之為害矣”).13 In other words,
this basic complaint about the opacity of classical Chinese to a mass audience is even today the
primary reason invoked for the necessity of linguistic reform. Writing 25 years later, for instance,
Hu Shi – as befitting someone writing in new context in which he could be much more certain that
his views would be accepted – was essentially and much more abruptly to echo Qiu’s critique of
the classical language: “The common flaw of classical literature is that it cannot be negotiated by

11
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Qian Zhongshu 錢鍾書, Tanyi lu 談藝錄 [Discourses on Art] (Beijing 北京: Sanlian 三聯, 2007), 94.
Hu Shi 胡適, “Wushi nian lai Zhonguo wenxue” 五十年來中國文學 [“Chinese Literature in the Last Fifty
Years”], Hu Shi shuo wenxue bianqian 胡適說文學變遷 [Hu Shi on Literary Transformation] (Shanghai 上海:
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社, 1999), 103.
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Qiu Tingliang 裘廷梁, “Lun baihua wei weixin zhi ben” 論白話為維新之本 [“On the Vernacular as the Key
to Reform”], eds., Guo Shaoyu 郭紹虞 and Wang Wensheng 王文生, Zhongguo lidai wenlun xuan 中國歷
代文論選 [Anthology of Chinese Writings on Literature through the Ages] (hereafter WLX) (Shanghai 上海:
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社, 2001), IV, 168.
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ordinary people.” (古文學的公同缺點就是不能與一般的人生出交涉).14

At the same time he presented his critique of the difficulty of the classical language, Qiu
also dealt with an aspect of the broader cultural question, raising a familiar issue that, while often
conflated with the question of difficulty, is actually quite distinct. This second issue has to do
with the ostensibly formulaic nature of the classical idiom, something that in addition to being an
important part of Faber’s critique, would also be a centerpiece of the May Fourth critique twenty
years later. As Qiu put it: “The Court does not choose scholars on a substantive basis, so parents
and teachers do not educate the young substantively.” (朝廷不以實學取士，父師不以實學
教子弟).15 Or, as Hu Shi was to put it, again much more starkly and from a far more powerful
position of annunciation, it is simply that “the literature produced by our literati over the past
two thousand years is all dead; it all uses a language that is already dead.” (這二千年的文人
所做的文學都是死的，都是用已經死了的語言文字做的).16 While these critiques of the
formulaic quality of wenyan wen do not address the difficult question directly, they do lend
themselves to the idea that the reason that the classical language lacks substance is that since the
form itself is so hard to master, anything substantive must get pushed aside. If the concern with
the inability of the classical language to express substantive matters was to be one of the major
foci of the New Culture Movement of the late 1910s, however, Qiu devotes only a few words to it,
reserving almost all of his attention to the question of ease of comprehension.
If only indirectly referred to in Qiu’s remarks, there seems to have been virtually from
the beginning of calls for language reform the sense that in comparison with the West in terms
of education and general knowledge, the Chinese system imposed a brake, with the Western
approach to education allowed for much faster progress. Writing in the 1890s, for instance, the
pioneering linguist Ma Jianzhong 馬建中 (1845-1900) made this quite explicit:
From my observations of Western children, when they begin to learn they
do so in an orderly fashion, and before they have even reached their midteens, there is nothing they cannot do in terms of writing and reading; at that
point, depending on their inclinations, they apply themselves to mathematics,
science, law or philosophy and become expert. Therefore, there is no one in
these countries who lacks education, and everyone studies something useful.
It can be estimated that since there are few readers among our country’s
young, those who can read and write are even fewer, and so there is almost
no one who learns to write in a timely fashion and devotes his time thereafter
to producing illuminating work for future generations […] Following the
invention of our script, there is none of the skill and intelligence of over four
thousand years that has not been frittered away by prose meant to convey the
14

Hu Shi, “Wushi nian,” 126.
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Qiu Tingliang, “Lun baihua wen,” 169.
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way and illuminate reason; there is no conveyance for the way and no time
for the illumination of reason. And in contention with Western writing that is
able to transmit the way and illuminate reason, it goes without saying which
is inferior and which superior, which wise and which foolish.（ 余觀泰西童
子入學，循序而進，未及志學之年，而觀書為文無不明習；而後視其
性之所近，肆力於數度、格致、法律、性理學而專精焉。故其國無不
學之人，而人各學有用之學。計吾國童年能讀書者固少，讀書而能文
者又加少焉，能及時為文而以其餘年講道明理以備他日之用者，蓋無一
焉 [……] 遂使結繩而後，積四千年餘載之智慧材力，無不一一消磨於
所以載道所以明理之文，而道無由載，理不暇明，以與夫達道明理之
西人相角逐焉，其賢愚優劣有不待言矣。） 17
While Ma’s conclusion in this case leads in the direction of calling for a more systematic
grammatical approach in teaching Chinese, it is almost impossible not to read this as a critique of
the classical language itself and its unsuitability to social needs. The insistent negative comparison
with the West is equally striking – even using at one point the word juezhu 角逐 (contention) to
describe the comparison. Coming as it does just after the defeat by Japan, and the new sense of
the need to learn from the West that came in its wake, Ma’s analysis provides impressive evidence
of the links between the calls for linguistic simplification and the need to be more receptive to
Western learning.
The explicit object of Qiu’s attack, as well as the implicit target of Ma’s – which they shared
with those of like mind who came thereafter in the late-Qing – was on the need for a simpler and
more transparent language with which to mobilize the theretofore passive Chinese masses. With
so many voices thus demanding transparency, the discourse on language change eventually came
to have insistence upon a language easy both to understand and to write as its distinguishing
feature. Clearly, then, a major – if not the major – component of this shift in focus concerning
the nature of writing had to do with a new conception of audience. Writing in 1902 Liu Shipei
劉師培 offered the solution of simply recognizing that there were two audiences – the highly
educated and the less so – and suggested continuing to write classical Chinese for the former and
creating easy-to-comprehend novels for the latter.18 Twenty years later, however, Hu Shi, in his
1922 treatise, Wushinian lai zhi zhongguo wenxue 五十年來之中國文學 (Chinese Literature
17

Quoted in Liu Zhengwei 劉正偉 and Xue Yuqin 薛玉琴, Ma Xiangbo 馬相伯, (Shijiazhuang 石家莊: Hebei
jiaoyu chubanshe 河北教育出版社, 2003), 167-168. It should be noted that Ma’s Mashi wentong 馬氏文通
[Ma’s Grammer], completed in 1896, used grammatical categories from European language to sort out the grammar of classical Chinese.
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Liu Shipei 劉師培, “Miscellaneous Notes on Literature,” trans., Theodore Huters, ed., Kirk A. Denton, Modern
Chinese Literary Thought: Writings on Literature, 1893-1945 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), 8789.
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of the Past 50 Years), brought up this division as being something thoroughly undesirable. Noting
that late-Qing Chinese writers for the first time were attempting to write for someone other
than their intellectual peers, he went on to comment: “Their greatest shortcoming was to divide
society into two: on the one side was “they,” and on the other was “we.” On one side was the
“they” who should use the vernacular, and on the other side was the “we” who should compose
archaic prose and traditional poetry.” (他們的最大缺點是把社會分做兩部分：一邊是“
他們”，一邊是“我們”。一邊是應該用白話的“他們”，一邊是應該做古文古詩
的“我們”).19 Given this new sense of a vastly expanded audience, as under-educated as it

was large in size, universal comprehensibility, the ostensible opposite of a classical language that
was branded as making a fetish of its lack of transparency, was thus in the thinking of reformers
like Hu increasingly to become a non-negotiable demand thereafter. It is, for instance, probably
safe to say that the emphasis on the “new novel” that so dominated literary discussion in the last
decade of the Qing was essentially the offshoot of a desire for a language more easily grasped
and appreciated by those who had traditionally been left out of the national cultural life. This
combination of the need to address a new, and intellectually inferior audience and the sense of the
urgency of the message was evidently all but a command to write and be read in a programmatic
fashion. And by essentially ruling out the permissibility of different linguistic registers coexisting,
Hu Shi ends up demanding a much more restricted range for written expression.
Even as the question of language was being raised in Chinese intellectual life at the end
of the Qing, another issue emerged, with which language was intimately related. This was the
question of wenxue 文學, one of the new concepts that appeared as part of this period’s xinxue
新學 (new learning). As Lu Xun was to state in 1934: “The resumes of ancient speech written in
such difficult characters used to be called wen, what we today call wenxue. This term comes to
us not from the Analects of Confucius, but from Japan, where it was a translation of the English
word ‘literature.’” (用那麼艱難的文字寫出來的古語摘要，我們先前也叫“文”，現
在新派一點的叫“文學”，這不是從“文學子遊子夏”上割下來的，是從日本輸
入，他們的對於英文 Literature 的譯名).20 While Lu Xun is able to point out clearly where
the new term came from, the question of just what new conceptual zone the term demarcated is
a good deal more complex. As Qian Zhongshu pointed at about the same time as Lu Xun wrote
the essay quoted above,21 the new concept of wenxue brought into one category a set of various
genres that had before the late-Qing all been much more autonomous. The new portmanteau term
also enabled the elevation of the category of xiaoshuo 小說 (fiction), onto a plane of equality with

19
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Lu Xun 魯迅, “Menwai wentan” 門外文談 [“A Layman’s Remarks on Writing”], Lu Xun quanji 魯迅全
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See Theodore Huters, Qian Zhongshu (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982), 15-16.

other, previously more privileged genres, something unprecedented in Chinese letters. The effect
of this is plainly contradictory: on the one hand it broadens the scope of what can be discussed
within a common lexicon of terms grouped under the new rubric of literature, but on the other it
opens the door to limiting what had been a highly diverse stylistic horizon for writing to a more
restricted, aestheticized range. And even as the scope of literature expands the realm of aesthetic
prose, it strictly separates it off from other forms of writing. While the new demarcation of
literature had certain points in common with the distinction between refined (wen) and plain (bi)
prose popularized by Ruan Yuan 阮元 in the late 18th century and revived by scholars like Liu

Shipei in the late-Qing,22 as Wang Guowei 王國維 makes clear, the category of literature marks
a potentially much more radical point of departure.
The earliest and clearest statement of how the new term wenxue was to be differentiated
from the broader category of wen may well have been uttered in 1906 by Wang Guowei, in his
“Wenxue xiaoyan” 文學小言 (“Desultory Remarks on Literature”), where he says:
When Sima Qian praised the resplendence of learning in the age of Han
Wudi [r. 140-87 BCE], he assumed it was the promise of emolument that
rendered it so. I would say that if all learning can be spurred by the promise of
emolument, only philosophy and literature are exceptions. Why is this? Since
all matters scientific are either directly or indirectly concerned with securing
livelihood, they never run athwart the interests of politics and society. When
a new world-view or outlook on life surfaces, however, there will invariably
be incompatibilities with social and political interests. If philosophers take
political and social interests as their own, and disregard truth, then [what they
produce] will certainly not be true philosophy.（ 昔司馬遷推本漢武時學術
之盛，以為利祿之途使然。余謂一切學問皆能以利祿勸，獨哲學與文
學不然。何則？科學之事業皆直接間接以厚生利用為恉，故未有與政
治及社會上之興味相剌謬者也。至一新世界觀與一新人生觀出，則往
往與政治及社會上之興味不能相容。若哲學家而以政治及社會之興味
為興味，而不顧真理之如何，則又決然非真正之哲學）.23

Wang treats wenxue in a similar fashion, concluding that “literature for ‘eat and drink’ – i.e.,
that undertaken for pecuniary motives – can not be literature” (餔啜的文學，決非文學也).24
Wang thus places wenxue, along with philosophy in a different realm from practical writing, its
defining characteristic being that there is no place in this form of writing for personal gain, in
22
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this case plainly referring to writing within the official realm. He then goes on, however, to
further define the particular characteristics of literature, as distinct from philosophy: “Literature
is a matter of amusement. When the force of human competition for survival is afforded some
surplus, it expresses itself through amusement […] Therefore, unless a national culture has
reached a certain level, it cannot have literature; individual hankering for survival clearly does not
provide the qualifications for being a practitioner of literature.” (文學者，游戲的事業也。人
之勢力，用於生存競爭而有餘，於是發而為游戲 [……] 故民族文化之發達，非達
一定之程度，則不能有文學；而個人之汲汲於生存者，決無文學家之資格也).25 As
defined here, wenxue thus becomes even more rarified than philosophy: not only is there no space
within it for writing for personal advancement, but neither can it have any real purpose, a radical
break with the notions of the need for writing to encompass morality implicit in the oft-quoted
platitude, wen yi zaidao 文以載道 (“the purpose of writing is to transmit the dao”). While Wang
Guowei was later to claim that he was never able to completely understand Kant, this formulation
is unmistakably Kantian in origin.
For the most part, then, while Wang Guowei’s notion of a wenxue 文學 (literature) beyond
the realm of practical concern is at complete odds with Qiu Tingliang’s idea of a vernacular that
is totally instrumental to rebuilding the nation, they do have a point in common in their hostility
to literary ornamentation. As Wang also wrote: “Ornamented literature cannot be considered
true literature; it is the same as literature for ‘eat and drink.’ […] Therefore, derivative literature
is the sign of ornamented literature and the literature of ‘eat and drink.’” (文繡的文學之不
足為真文學也，與餔啜的文學同 [……] 故模仿之文學，是文繡的文學與餔啜的
文學之記號也).26 They also implicitly agreed on hostility to writing to examination dictate,
something Qiu would regard as bringing about a situation where “if one is used by writing, then
one becomes it’s slave” (受役於文字，以人為文字之奴隸).27 They shared, in other words,
the sense that traditional writing was using people to further its own interests rather than the other
way around.28 But while Wang’s formulations on wenxue expressly seek to distance it from bare
utility, his strictures on its function would seem to put new and quite strict limits on its range of
expression. And as the years went by, and, as we shall see, defenses of the classical language came
to center increasingly on its strictly “literary” nature, and the net result was a severe narrowing
of legitimate scope of the classical language. In other words, Wang may have given new sanction
to what Roland Barthes called the “writerly” (to which I return below), but even as he did so he
confined it to a very narrow range of application.
Based on the research of Chen Guoqiu 陳國球, however, Wang’s notion of a pure realm of
aestheticized wenxue stands out as quite isolated from mainstream cultural opinion in its time,
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for which zhiyong 致用 (utility of learning) had become the major concern. In his discussion of
the various draft curricula for the new Jingshi daxue tang 京師大學堂 (Capital University, the
original name of Peking University), for instance, we learn that even a reformer like Liang Qichao
was plain in his negative assessment of the position of literature in the new institution: “Literary
writing cannot be considered a branch of learning,” (詞章不能謂之學也).29 After carefully

examining the various recommendations about “wenxue,” Chen concludes: “This conception of
‘literature’ is nothing other than a set of rules and standards for putting words together to create
prose, using traditional models as its basis […] to establish individual ability to write essays
[…] Clearly the working through of any related knowledge yielded to the goal of instruction
in applied writing.” (這種“文學”的觀念，就是講求積字成文的標準和法則，以傳
統已有的規範作為根據，[……] 以建立個人寫作文章的能力 [……] 可見相關的
知識整理是附從於寫作應用的教學目標之下的).30 While I believe that Chen somewhat
overstates his case here, ironically, it turns out that the more conservative Zhang Zhidong 張之
洞 was the one responsible for advocating a more prominent position for wenxue, but as Chen
notes, it is for quite a different purpose than that advocated by Wang Guowei: “In the ‘Imperially
Sanctioned Regulations for Capital University,’ there were seven divisions within the university
and the ‘wenxue’ division included the following subdivisions: the Classics, History, Confucian
Philosophy, Pre-Han Thinkers, Historical Anecdotes, Letters and Foreign Languages. Aside from
the final subdivision of ‘Foreign Languages,’ all the others seem to constitute the sum of ‘Chinese
learning,’ or that which can be said to be traditional learning that could not be absorbed into the
divisions of the ‘Western learning’ of a modern academic system.” (《 欽定京師大學堂章程》
中大學分科有七，其中“文學科”下設：經學、史學、理學、諸子學、掌故學、辭
章學、外國語文字學等七門；除最後的“外國語文字學”之外，其他各門幾乎就
是“中學”的全部，或者可以說是現代學制中“西學”各學科所未易吸納的傳統學
問).31 In other words, in keeping with his conviction of Zhongxue wei ti, Xixue wei yong 中學為
體，西學為用 (Chinese learning as essence, Western learning for function) Zhang places all
Chinese learning in a special zone, with the clear danger of its becoming reduced to irrelevance,
perilously close to what Joseph Levenson called “museumification.” To the extent that wenxue
came to be seen as the core discipline of the traditional categories of learning, categories that had
been relegated to a subsidiary place in the new curriculum, its range was correspondingly limited.
Even as it was being established, in other words, the new realm of wenxue began to experience
efforts to constrict its scope.
While the vernacular would not come to hold a dominant discursive position for another
twenty years, beyond the discursive pressures described above, the demands exerted by an
ongoing national crisis seem to have placed a far greater pressure on late-Qing attitudes toward
writing than has perhaps been allowed for in previous scholarship. In many of his statements
29
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regarding the nature of writing, for instance, Zhang Taiyan seems extremely defensive in his
arguments over language, and at pains to rebut the idea that the vernacular was simpler to master
than the classical, along with being equally concerned to prove that the two modes of writing
interact much more frequently than writers like Qiu Tingliang would allow. In other words, the
pressures to move toward linguistic simplification in these years seem to have been much greater
than the standard “May Fourth” account has heretofore allowed, and can, perhaps, be regarded as
another of the late-Qing “modernities” “repressed” by the May Fourth discourse.32

In regard to his point about the relative difficulty of the two languages, Zhang wrote that
“much ancient language is contained in the vernacular; if one is not adept at philology, then
how can one’s vernacular be any good?” (白話中藏古語甚多，如小學不通，白話如何能
好？),33 which actually implies that an adequate grasp of the vernacular is more difficult than
writing in the classical mode. Obviously, Zhang has a completely different understanding of the
notion of transparency than that set out by Qiu Tingliang: whereas Qiu is concerned only with
immediate and widespread comprehension, Zhang assumes that a writer needs control of the
variety of rhetorical and historical resources of the language in which he is working in order
to communicate a full range of nuances. Suffice it to say that the scope of writing envisioned
by Zhang was far greater than that as seen by either Qiu or Wang Guowei, and the rhetorical
resources he envisioned for full command were much more demanding. As for the points in
common between the classical and the vernacular, Zhang was perhaps even more adamant. While
he does admit that since the Song dynasty the languages have become distinct, he holds to the
point that “the vernacular lacks a sufficiency of significance, so at times it is necessary to use the
classical.” (白話意義不全，有時仍不得不用文言文也).34 While his notion that command
of the classical language is necessary for effective writing is distinct from the notion that it is
actually easier than the vernacular, the two conclusions point in the same direction – that full
control over one’s written expression requires the use of the classical.
In his “Yi Tianyanlun liyan” 譯《天演論》例言 (“Introductory Remarks to the
Translation of Evolution and Ethics”), Yan Fu ends up making a similar point. Qiu Tingliang had
cited only one phrase from the Analects in defense of his declaration on the function of language,
the famous Ci da eryi yi 詞達而已矣 (words are only to reach [their target]), a phrase that refers
only to ease of communication. Yan Fu, on the other hand, cites three references to language from
classical texts: “The Yijing says: ‘one cultivates words in order to establish sincerity.’ Confucius
孔子 said: ‘words are only to reach [their target]’ and ‘if speech is not embellished, it will not
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go far.’35 These three [utterances] are the proper path of composition, as well as being, a fortiori,

the models for translation.” (易曰：“修辭立誠。”子曰：“詞達而已。”又曰“言之
無文，行之不遠。”三者乃文章正軌，亦極為譯事楷模). According to Yan Fu, then,
language demands more than simple transparency. And when he comes to explain the function of
the “elegance” that he insists be included as part of his translation work, he ends up sounding a
note very similar to an idea announced by Zhang Taiyan: “Thus, aside from being faithful [to the
original] and getting the point across, one seeks elegance, something not just related to hopes for
one’s words to go far, but really to pay due diligence to nuances.” (故信達而外，求其爾雅。
此不僅期以行遠已耳，實則精理微言).36 The term weiyan 微言 (subtleties) is the key here,
and refers not just to subtlety per se, but has a long history of referring to essential meanings that
are neither easy to express nor easy for ordinary readers to pick up. The earlier New Text reformer
Wei Yuan, for instance, had used the term to refer to the essential interpretation of the Spring and
Autumn Annals 春秋 provided by the Gongyang zhuan 公羊傳 (Gongyang Tradition), and it
was also used by Kang Youwei to refer to the “hidden” meanings of the Classics he regarded as
having been lost over millennia of misuse.
For Yan Fu, then, the erya 爾雅 (elegance) is not there for some mere decoration (Yan
Fu seems no more in favor of mere decoration than either Qiu Tingliang or Wang Guowei), but
requires instead to express the full complexity of complicated ideas, or, as Barthes might say,
to create a more “writerly” text. He goes on to add some background on the reasons behind the
necessity for archaic language: “Using the pre-Han lexicon and syntax renders ease of expression,
while using the simple and convenient contemporary lexicon renders expression difficult; it
results generally in the suppression of the meaning in favor of the [easy] word, ending up with
a ‘small initial mistake leading to a chasm of error in the end.’” (用漢以前字法句法，則為
達易，用近世利俗文字，則求達難，往往抑義就詞，毫釐千里).37 Yan’s thinking here
would seem to be very much in consonance with that of Zhang Taiyan. They have in common the
idea that one must grasp linguistic roots in order for the full complexity of ideas and the historical
overtones that enrich them to be communicated adequately, or even conceived in the first place.
Even working within a pre-Han linguistic register, however, does not solve the problems presented
by the task of translation, as Yan acknowledges when he goes on to confess that “I can hesitate for
a full month before deciding on a term” (一名之立，旬月踟躇).38 In other words, only control
of the full historical resources of the Chinese language will – perhaps – allow valid meanings to
body themselves forth; opting for mere ease of expression will inevitably lose the point of what
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he is trying to express. And even that is tremendously complicated. The very tension between
the two hyper-canonical statements “words are only to reach [their target]” and “if speech is
not embellished, it will not go far” present a creative contrast, or even contradiction, that can,
perhaps, only be summed up by calling upon Barthes’ notion of the “writerly.”
For Yan Fu, this “writerly” quandary has clear implications for conceptualizing and
enabling the new ideas he was intent on introducing to China: the determination to allow fullness
of meaning in language also rendered it impossible to adhere to any rigid program. Yan’s
intellectual difficulties with deciding where to stand are reflected in a letter he wrote to Zhang
Yuanji 張元濟 shortly after 1900: “After the Boxer Rebellion, whether one looks towards the
general situation or toward the details of human affairs, one finds nothing that can be done. The
only conclusion one can come to is that popular knowledge is still impeded, so neither the option
of a conservative holding onto the old nor that of a thorough reform will work” (復自客秋以來
仰觀天時，俯察人事，但覺一無可為。然終謂民智不開，則守舊維新兩無一可).39
Thus Yan has as much trouble finding a place to stand intellectually as he does with finding the
right term – there can be no pre-set path in his cosmology, and the issue of the proper way to
frame written expression lies at the core of his quandry. Pi Houfeng 皮後鋒 captures the essence
of this problem in his Yan Fu dazhuan 嚴復大傳 (Biography of Yan Fu): “In the process of
his exertions toward creating a new Chinese culture, Yan Fu could neither merely translate and
introduce western learning, nor could he reconstruct something out of a reanalysis of the contents
of traditional Chinese culture. He had, instead, to fashion anew on the basis of an inclusiveness
of both ancient and modern and a thorough understanding of both China and the West” (嚴復在
致力創造中國新文化的過程中，既不是簡單譯介西學，也不是在中國傳統文化內部
分析重建，而是在兼容古今、會通中西的基礎上重新構建).40
I think Pi is precisely correct here in stressing the creativity involved in Yan Fu’s work, in
which he attempts to bring about a new cultural order that accounts for as much of the complexity of
the new and of to him the indispensible legacy of the old as was possible. After all, the alternative
– which is what actually came to pass in the late Qing – was to simply take up translations of
key foreign terms that had been produced in Meiji Japan and that almost by definition took into
account none of the weiyan that Yan Fu was intent upon expressing. To paraphrase Qiu Tingliang
here, perhaps this adoption of a lexicon developed somewhere else for purposes that no one in
China could be entirely clear about would eventuate in the true “being used by writing, and
becoming it’s slave” (受役於文字，以人為文字之奴隸) that Qiu was so concerned about. In
considering Yan Fu and Zhang Taiyan’s views of the desirability of the density of language, then,
rather than simply dismissing them as obscurantist relics of a legacy best discarded, we should
more carefully consider the intellectual motives that animated the two scholars in championing a
language with a full range of possible significations, significations that required careful thought
39
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before being decided upon. The conclusion that emerges is that the question of what is now
known as zhuti xing 主體性 (subjective agency) stands at the heart of their concerns.
The writings of the early Lu Xun are clear in declaiming against the sense of voicelessness
that seems to torment Yan Fu. In both his 1907 “Wenhua pianzhi lun” 文化偏至論 (“On the
Extremities of Culture”) and his 1908 “Po e’sheng lun” 破惡聲論 (“Toward a Refutation of
Malevolent Voices”), Lu Xun becomes quite impassioned at what he regards as a general lack of
ability to express authentic ideas in the China of his day. While interpretations of these essays have
tended to focus on his emphasis on seeking an individual voice, he seems equally concerned that
this search for voice be sourced in a thorough examination of and rooting in Chinese thought and
history. In lamenting the “extremities” of modern European material culture and the inclination
of Chinese reformers to imitate them blindly, Lu Xun, like Yan Fu, recognizes the need to accept
things from the West, but he is concerned that if “[we] now merely have contempt for our past and
value the new, the result will not only not be new, but will be both completely imbalanced and
completely false.” (夫方賤故尊新，而所得既非新，又至偏而至偽).41 Lu Xun concludes

that if there can be a critical assessment of Western ideas against the background of traditional
usage, then China can reach the point at which it will be “externally not behind intellectual
developments in the rest of the world, and internally not lose touch with our own cultural pulse;
in taking from the new and restoring the old, we will be able to establish a new model.” (外之既
不後於世界之思潮，內之仍弗失固有之血脈，取今復古，別立新宗). 42
It is within this context that Lu Xun comes to discuss the pressing lack of individual voice
and identity in “Malevolent Voices.” Against the assertion that there is a healthy tumult of
opinion issuing forth in China at the time, Lu Xun counters that “neither the voices of the heart
nor illuminating thoughts that come from within can be discerned” (心聲也，內曜也，不可
見也) 43 in effect ruling out as inauthentic virtually everything being voiced in the public sphere
of the time. In fact, the chorus of unanimity he describes as characterizing public utterance in
his time results only in “a profound silence in the background” (則正一寂寞境哉).44 He is
thus steadfast on the need for and the power of independent conviction: “No season or event
has the power to alter the heart as long as the words truly emanate from internal certainty: if
something runs counter to the heart, no matter if the entire world is singing it, there will be
no way to harmonize with it.” (天時人事，胥無足易其心，誠於中而有言；反其心者，
雖天下皆唱而不與之和).45 The determination not to run with the herd includes a powerful
sense of self-reliance: “it is more hopeful to launch a single reed than to wait upon others to
build a giant raft” (而一葦之投，望則大於俟他士之造巨筏),46 and he eventually makes it
41
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clear that the “others” he is referring to here include ideas from the West too readily adopted:
“And now there are those who wish to create something unheard of in our history: to establish
religion in order to strengthen the belief of the Chinese people; their minds are held captive
by others, and their beliefs do not come from themselves. These men of resolve intent upon
smashing superstition, however, are merely serving as the valiant flunkeys of those who would
mandate a new religion.” (且今者更將創天下古今未聞之事，定宗教以強中國人之信奉
矣，心奪於人，信不繇己，然此破迷信之志士，則正敕定正信教宗之健僕哉).47 The

struggle to create the space for “the voices of the heart [and] illuminating thoughts that came
from within” is evident here, and while he has very little to say about language per se – other
than implicitly condemning those who rail against the limitations of Chinese48 – the arcane and
self-conscious prose in which he casts his thoughts demonstrates in itself an acute awareness of
the link between critical, or “illuminating” thought and full command of indigenous linguistic
resources. As Wang Hui summarizes Lu Xun’s views of written expression: “Language is not
simply a tool for communication or a set of things awaiting utilization, but a creative process, a
form of expression produced when one engages one’s own interior self.”49
This careful attention to prose and its role in the expression of complicated ideas seem,
however, to have been unavailing in halting the march toward the simplification of writing. In Yan
Fu’s case, for instance, for all his protestation that he was intent upon capturing the full subtleties
of the content he hoped to express, by and large later scholars tended to see him as not being able
to escape being captured by a focus on the intricacies of style at the expense of meaning. Even
a scholar as sensitive to written expression as Qian Zhongshu essentially followed the crowd in
dismissing Yan’s translations on these grounds: “[Yan] lacked a penetrating mind, and in his
scholarship on Western learning he chose examples of a not very high level […] When it came
to his translations, his ideas never transcended his diction, being constrained by his sense of the
judicious.” (幾道本乏深湛之思，治西學亦求卑之無甚高論者 [……] 所譯之書，理不
勝詞，斯乃識趣所囿也).50 All along, however, there had been a tension in Yan’s translations
between “elegance” and “fidelity,” and as the years went by and the authority of the new category
of wenxue, as so extravagantly exemplified by Wang Guowei, increased, Yan did seem to have
47
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been pushed in the direction of favoring rhetoric over content. For instance when he came to
attack Hu Shi and Chen Duxiu’s 陳獨秀 advocacy of the vernacular in the New Culture period,
he did so on what we can only call literary grounds: “The beauty of the classical language lies
in the richness of its vocabulary; when one speaks it or takes pen in hand, what is expressed is
an ideal of subtle profundity and a writing that evokes a state of powerful mystery.” (今夫文
言之所以為優美者，以其名辭富有，著之手口，有以導達奧妙景深之理想，狀寫奇
異之物態耳).51 This defense of the expressive powers of the classical language seems to tilt

entirely in the direction of literary expression – in Wang Guowei’s sense – as opposed to his
early concern with the intellectual expression of subtle meanings, perhaps showing how much
Wang and those who followed in his wake had succeeded in institutionalizing the new field of
wenxue, or, alternatively, that the only basis for the defense of traditional modes of writing had
become as exhibits in a cultural museum, with no real relevance to the dynamics of contemporary
intellectual life. In other words, the full expressive powers of language have come to be restricted
to this new realm of “literature,” at the expense of more discursive concerns.
By the time that the science educator and Commercial Press 商務印書館 editor Du
Yaquan 杜亞泉 came to consider some of the same issues pertaining to written expression, the
pressures to adopt the vernacular had developed apace, to the point of having become virtually
irresistible. As set out by Hu Shi in his “Wenxue gailiang chuyi” 文學改良芻議 (“My Humble
Suggestions on Literary Reform”), first published in the January 1917 issue of Xin qingnian 新青
年 (New Youth) and almost immediately followed by Chen Duxiu’s “Wenxue geming lun” 文學
革命論 (“On Literary Revolution”) the next month, the force of calls to switch to the vernacular
had reached a new height. The take-no-prisoners attitude that Chen brought to his advocacy of
the vernacular (and of which Hu seemed to have approved) is summed up in a letter Chen wrote
to Hu in which he said: “The rights and wrongs of my notion that the reform of Chinese literature
should entail having the vernacular as the only authentic literature are so clear that we should
not allow room for any opposition; we should take what we advocate as absolutely correct and
not allow others to correct us.” (獨至改良中國文學當以白話為文學正宗之說，其是非甚
明，必不容反對者有討論之餘地；必以吾輩所主張者為絕對之是，而不容他人之匡
正也).52 It is hard to imagine an approach to writing any less flexible than this, and it is in the
atmosphere created by such uncompromising tactics that Du published his thoughts on writing.
Du’s remarks, however, did not appear until December of 1919, in the final issue of Dongfang
zazhi 東方雜誌 (Eastern Miscellany) that he was to edit, or indeed, even to publish in; they in
effect marked the end of an era.53 Perhaps because it came so relatively late in the day, there is
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thus a kind of desperation or even a sense of hopelessness in Du’s attempt to resist the complete
“popularization” of the Chinese language and to keep other avenues for writing open. Interestingly
enough, his call for opposition to the collapse of the entirety of the spectrum of Chinese writing
into one register centers on the need for more flexibility in literary language, testifying yet again
to the powerful influence of the new discourse on wenxue. As he wrote:
the culture of any society becomes more complex as it progresses. This is
particularly true of the wide scope of our nation’s literature, and it would
be completely inappropriate to narrow it down by insisting on limiting it to
only a single register of writing. Any form of writing possesses its own special
sort of appeal […] and practical writing is naturally suited to common and
popular forms of writing […] This practical writing is scientific, not literary.
Scientific writing stresses the sense of what is being expressed, and if the sense
is understood, then the words [used to express it] can be discarded or even
forgotten. Literary language stresses the syntax and refinement of language,
not the sense of what the writing expresses.（ 社會文化愈進步則愈趨於復
雜。況以吾國文學範圍之廣汛，決不宜專行一種文體以狹其範圍。無
論何種文體 皆有其特具興趣 [……] 惟應用之文體則當然以普通文及
通俗文二種為適宜 [……] 此種應用文乃科學的文，非文學的文。科學
的文重在文中所記述之事理。苟明其事理，則文字可以棄去，隨忘其
文字亦可。文學的文

重在文學之排列與鍛煉，而不在文中所記述之事

理） 54
In this call for not reducing prose to one simple form that is immediately transparent, Du
defines literature not by function, as Wang Guowei has, but by form, as a type of writing in which
form reigns supreme over content. That this view of literature, even at the time being put into
practice in the brilliant writings of the Russian Formalists, was to become anathema in Chinese
letters, testifies to the power of the call for absolute clarity of a programmatic message that had
come to seem so urgent because of the ongoing national crisis. That Du also in effect excludes
all forms of discursive writing from his call for variety reveals the extent to which the reformers
have already carried the day in the realm of the expression of ideas. He apparently sensed that
only by retreating to the narrow ground marked out by Wang Guowei – and later seconded by
Yan Fu – that he would have any chance at all of being persuasive, or of saving even a fragment of
traditional means of written expression.
the Eastern Miscellany at the end of 1919.
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In this context, it should be noted that one of the most interesting things about Du’s own
writings while he was chief editor of the Eastern Miscellany in the period between 1911 and
1920 and those of other commentators in this period such as Huang Yuanyong 黃遠庸 and
Zhang Shizhao 章士釗 is their ability to write in classical Chinese about ideas and questions
originating in the West with an admirable transparency. The clarity of their classical prose is
such that it renders accusations that this form of writing lacks the ability for logical expression
a non-issue, something that even Hu Shi, almost in spite of himself, in effect admits when he
writes his initial proposal for prose reform in the classical idiom. The self-generated neologisms
that Yan Fu created for his translations have long-since been abandoned, however, replaced by
a common lexicon originally developed primarily in Meiji Japan.55 While this may indicate a

surrender to a less complex style on the part of early Republic writers, it also demonstrates that
at least on the question of its suitability to express new ideas, the ordinary classical style, perhaps
originally used most commonly in government documents and the ordinary language of lateQing newspapers and periodicals, was perfectly up to the task.
In evaluating Du’s protest, one should consider at the same time some of the results of the
efforts of Hu and Chen to bring about thoroughgoing linguistic reform. One does not have to
look far to find the rigidly programmatic. Hu’s famous “eight don’ts” 八不, for instance, sets
out a quite inflexible system of rules for writing. Moreover, fully half of the eight are restrictions
on usage that call directly for cutting writing off from the literary resources of the past (i.e.,
the second, “don’t imitate the ancients” 不模仿古人, the fifth, “remove the hackneyed and
formulaic” 務去濫調套語, the sixth, “do not use allusions” 不用典 and the seventh, “don’t
employ parallelism” 不講對仗). Hu does allow a relatively generous interpretation of some
of his rules – in discussing rule number seven, for instance, he allows that “parallelism is a
feature unique to human language” (排偶乃人類言語之一種特性) – and goes on to cite
some examples, of which he says, however, “that these all approach natural language and are not
marked by having been harshly forced into existence” (然此皆近於語言之自然，而無牽強
刻削之跡).56 These exceptions notwithstanding, it is not hard to see that the slogan-like nature
of the basic rules would lead to dogmatic application. For all Hu’s care to avoid the formulaic,
limiting himself linguistically in the way he does results, ironically, in an inability to avoid the
pitfalls he is so intent upon denouncing. His influential essay written around this time “From a
National Literary Language to a Literature in the National Language” (從文學的國語到國語
的文學), for instance, not only has an obvious parallelism for a title, but is written in a kind of
“formulaic vernacular” (白話的八股文) that would have been a model intellectual target of the
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New Culture critics had it been written in classical Chinese.
Ironically, the cultural figure most often associated with uncompromising reform in the
post-May Fourth period, Lu Xun, had a much more complicated view of the written language
than his reputation as a leading iconoclast might lead one to expect. In this one can readily detect
a direct continuity with his complex writings of the late-Qing period and his relationship with
Zhang Taiyan. In his long 1930 essay ‘“Yingyi” yu “wenxue de jiejixing”’“ 硬譯”與“文學的
階級性”(“‘Hard Translation’ and the ‘Class Character of Literature’”),57 for instance, the writer

manifests a persistent concern and lack of comfort with the demand that every text be instantly
comprehensible – something admittedly at odds with his thematic focus on the proletarian. This
is most clearly revealed and perhaps best encapsulated in his holding both the political right and
left up for contempt, not for their respective ideologies, but for their simplistic views on writing,
both based on a shared notion of a “‘humanistic’ ‘palace of art.’” In Lu Xun’s view, the resulting
theory of writing creates a perverse commonality, such that “If we invite the two gentlemen Liang
Shiqiu 梁實秋 and Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨 to sit side-by-side, the one on the right holding a
copy of Crescent Moon and the one on the left holding a copy of The Sun, we will have a perfect
match of ‘labor and capital.’” (“ 人性”的“藝術之宮”[……] 請梁實秋錢杏邨兩位先
生並排坐下，一個右執《新月》，一個左執《太陽》，那情形可真是“勞資”媲美
了).58 In continuing the discussion of textual difficulty in the following section, he preemptively
responds to an anticipated political attack for not writing to be understood by the majority by
answering the question of for whom he is writing as follows: “My response is: for myself, for a
few people who consider themselves readers of proletarian literature and who neither seek the
simply ‘straightforward,’ nor fear difficulty and wish to understand a bit of this theory” (我的回
答是：為了我自己，和幾個無產文學批評家自居的人，和一部分不圖“爽快”，不
怕艱難，多少要明白一些這理論的讀者).59
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Three years later, Lu Xun pushed further on the question of translation in an article entitled
“Wei fanyi bianhu” 為翻譯辯護 (“In Defense of Translation”), in which he notes that Kant
is difficult to understand in the original even for Germans. Lu Xun eventually concluded that
“of course, translators who simply ‘open to the first line’ and begin translating are not very
responsible, but, on the other hand, readers who open to the first line of any old translation and
simply proceed to understand it cannot be considered very responsible either.” (自然，“翻開
第一行就譯”的譯者，是太不負責任了，然而漫無區別，要無論什麼譯本都翻開第
一行就懂的讀者，卻也未免太不負責任了).60 For Lu Xun, then, neither writing capable of

expressing theory worthy of the name nor translations of such writing can live up to the tasks
assigned to it by attempts to eliminate irreducible complexity.
In terms of the issues facing modern China, perhaps the most important implications
residing in the questions about linguistic register in discursive expression ultimately must return
to the realm of the writer rather than to the reader, and do not so much center on the issue of the
broadness of the audience, but ultimately on the question of intellectual complexity and authorial
initiative – who is to be able to exercise the authority to experiment with language in order to
engage in the experiments that will ultimate result in original ideas? Would the “right” to take
intellectual initiative be restricted to intellectuals writing in complicated registers in Europe and
Japan? Or could Chinese writers have equal creative access to experiment with ideas, both old
and new via a rich and multi-faceted language? Well aware though they were of the desperate
situation of the Chinese nation, Zhang Taiyan and Yan Fu should be seen as going against the
grain to maintain this initiative over discourse rather than as inflexible reactionaries hamstrung
by the legacy of the past. That the “hard-boned” Lu Xun in the next generation shared a number
of their discontents with reducing the complexity of writing offers impressive support to this view.
In undertaking this re-examination of the modalities of writing in modern China, I quite
deliberately, and rather at odds with conventional practice, put my comparisons with Western
theories of writing last, thereby underlining their function as supplement to my findings rather
than as master discourse. Beginning in the 1970s, with the publication of Roland Barthes’
highly detailed readings contained in his remarkable S/Z, with its adumbration of the notions
of “readerly” (“le lisible,”) and “writerly” (“le scriptable”) modes of writing, and continuing
60
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through Jacques Derrida’s series of meditations on writing that took the American academy by
storm about the same time, there issued from literature departments a dense profusion of work
centered around the problematics of writing: the indeterminacy of voice, the death of the author,
the deconstruction of logocentrism, différance and the like. For all the popularity of certain
Western theories in Chinese academic life, those centered around textuality or écriture have
been given less attention than they deserve. The Chinese academy, while largely breaking free
of earlier confinement by rigid Marxist schematizations over the most recent twenty-year period
has also tended to look at major thematic issues, as there has been a general sense that conscious
choices made in the crucial turn-of-the-century period would continue to have significant impact
on China even today. The whole question of écriture, especially as it functioned with the new
intellectual regime that was being established in China after 1895, has been generally overlooked.
While there has been a good deal of revision concerning the wisdom of the iconoclasm of the
New Culture Movement in recent American scholarship, this has not really been extended to
the examination of the implications of linguistic reform. And while there has been a good deal
of study in China of the language used in the early 20th-century novel, there seems to have
been relatively little inquiry into broader questions of the overall status of the language and on
language reform in recent Chinese scholarship.
Barthes’ S/Z, with its distinction between two types of writing, was one of the key spurs to
pioneering new reading practices in the pre-1990 period of Western scholarship. His definition of
the “writerly” vs. the “readerly,” if a bit baroque, does raise a series of important issues as to the
nature of textuality and how to approach a text:
Why is the writerly our value? Because the goal of literary work (of literature
as work) is to make the reader no longer a consumer, but a producer of the
text. Our literature is characterized by the pitiless divorce which the literary
institution maintains between the producer of the text and its user, between
its owner and its customer, between its author and its reader. This reader is
thereby plunged into a kind of idleness – he is intransitive; he is, in short,
serious: instead of functioning himself, instead of gaining access to the magic
of the signifier, to the pleasure of writing, he is left with no more than the poor
freedom either to accept or reject the text: reading is nothing more than a
referendum. Opposite the writerly text, then, is its countervalue, its negative,
reactive value: what can be read, but not written: the readerly. We call any
readerly text a classic text.61 (emphasis in original)
For Barthes the essence of the “writerly,” then, lies in the capacity for initiative on the part of
the reader, something enabled by a writing that has an openness to it that encourages creativity
on the reader’s part in shaping his or her own understanding. “Readerly” texts, on the other
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hand, are those that are closed to further interpretation and can only be passively consumed;
their inflexibility causes him to label them (with some irony) as “classical.” While the focus in
S/Z is almost exclusively on the practice of reading, the theory has generally been extended to
examine the different approaches writers take to their work, something I have followed in this
paper, especially since the concern of late-Qing and early Republican writers and critics was how
different styles of writing would enable different styles of reading.
Barthes goes on to explain that “to interpret a text is not to give it (more or less justified, more
or less free) meaning, but on the contrary to appreciate what plural constitutes it. Let us posit the
image of triumphant plural, unimpoverished by any constraint of representation (of imitation).”62

In other words, looking at texts in this fashion is not to fix meaning, but to allow for the recognition
of the maximum diversity of sources that go into creating the text. There is certainly a radical
and utopian anarchy at work here, which carried to its extreme would lead, perhaps, to an endless
cycle of inconclusive conversation. And as Barthes’ excellent Chinese translator, Tu Youxiang 屠
友祥, notes, Barthes’ book is written in a “form that is “difficult to incorporate into intellectual
discourse” (一種難以融入知識話語的形式),63 so to a certain extent, engaging in academic
argument using Barthes’ theories as the point of entry risks becoming entirely amorphous. In
the final analysis, however, the great value of Barthes’ formulation lies in the ideas of active
reader participation and a plurality of possibilities in the text, things that would seem to outweigh
the dangers of either sinking into academic formula or of a disabling surplus of interpretive
freedom. In the end, the crucial insight to be gained from Barthes’ idea concerns the potential
for intellectual creativity embedded in multi-dimensional forms of writing – or the diminution of
such possibilities in overly narrow stipulations about how prose is to be written – something that
can be readily detected as a persistent subtext in the comments on writing produced by the more
careful Chinese critics of the period.
At first glance, and particularly with his negative reference to the intransitivity of the “classic
text” and Barthes’ stipulation that this is the very definition of the “readerly,” this latter concept
would at first glance seem to be an extremely close fit to the dominant methods of approaching
texts called for in pre-modern China. Even if Barthes was careful to limit the validity of his ideas
to Western writing practice – “if we base denotation on truth, on objectivity, on law […] it is to
return to the closure of Western discourse (scientific, critical, or philosophical), to its centralized
organization”64 we can make out in pre-modern China a culture marked by an extravagant regard
for a relatively small set of “classical” texts, with interpretations policed by an examination
system that sought to stipulate a limited range of understandings. And it would be foolish to try
to deny that there were powerful pressures to restrict canonical texts to a strictly readerly status.
One can only say in this regard that in Barthes’ scheme, the Chinese situation would seem not to
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be that much different from texts produced anywhere else.
If, however, we focus on the transformation of reading practices in the late-Qing dynasty
– a period of marked epistemological uncertainty – rather than to earlier periods when an
officially sanctioned Confucian orthodoxy held greater sway, it is possible to discern a much
more complicated picture. After all, further on his book Barthes does allow a plurality even to
the “classical” form of writing that he has earlier on seemed to consign utterly to the readerly
category: “The best way to conceive the classical plural is then to listen to the text as an iridescent
exchange carried on by multiple voices, on different wavelengths, and subject from time to time
to a sudden dissolve, leaving a gap which enables the utterance to shift from one point of view to
another, without warning: the writing is set up across this tonal instability (which in the modern
text becomes atonality), which makes a glistening texture of ephemeral origins.”65 In other words,
Barthes eventually allows a saving pluralism even to the “classical.”
While the Russian critic Mikhail Bakhtin is more narrowly focused on the language of the
novel, his ultimate analysis of its strengths ends up sounding the same notes of textual variety as
does Barthes. As Bakhtin writes:
At the time when the major divisions of the poetic genres were developing
under the influence of the unifying, centralizing, centripetal forces of verbalideological life, the novel – and those artistic-prose genres that gravitate
toward it – was being historically shaped by the current of decentralizing,
centrifugal forces. At the time when poetry was accomplishing the task of
cultural, national and political centralization of the verbal-ideological world
in the higher official socio-ideological levels, on the lower levels, on the stages
of local fairs and at buffoon spectacles, the heteroglossia of the clown sounded
forth, ridiculing all “languages” and dialects; there developed the literature
of the fabliaux and Schwänke of street songs, folksayings, anecdotes, where
there was no language center at all, where there was to be found a lively play
with the “languages” of poets, scholars, monks, knights and others, where
all “languages” were masks and where no language could claim to be an
authentic, incontestable face.66
One can only compare this with Du Yaquan’s plaintive complaint about the effective narrowing
of language in the rush to the vernacular in the late 1910s to see the extent to which Bakhtin’s
notion of the richness of divergent voices is at odds with the main voices of the reform of writing
in May Fourth China.※
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